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React

jQuery

Node.js

github

linkedin

JavaScript

PostgreSQL

HTML & CSS
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Birmingham
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07908432915

EMAIL

michelle.janay.dev@gmail.com

a Junior Software Developer, who excells in transforming concepts
into functional applications. Grounded in programming principles,
bringing a robust work ethic and a readiness to tackle fresh
opportunities.

•Collaborated intensively with cross-functional teams, gaining a
deep understanding of the product vision and user journey, thus 
ensuring seamless alignment with development efforts. 
•Championed the implementation of front end solutions for both
browser application and web extension, harnessing the power of 
Sveltekit, TypeScript/JavaScript, and Tailwind CSS. 
•Exercised a pivotal influence on shaping technology decisions, 
documenting strategic technology selections and offering 
valuable insights into their advantages. 
•Crafted comprehensive user stories, precisely delineating tasks and
requirements optimising task management, and fostering a 
streamlined development process.
•Utilised VSCode and Git with efficiency, navigating tasks with 
precision, contributing to pull requests, and orchestrating 
seamless merging to uphold code quality and version control 
integrity. 
•Championed the implementation of Agile methodologies, active 
in daily stand ups and weekly retrospectives, fostering a
collaborative environment for optimised team synergy and project 
advancement. 
•Engineered ingenious solutions, retrieving data through
Facebook's GraphQL scripts, thereby enabling the presentation of 
user feed data within a Facebook news feed clone. 
•Masterminded the seamless integration of the Posthog analytics
tool into the browser application, empowering A/B testing and the 
data-driven evolution of decision-making processes. 
•Guided client-oriented demonstrations, skilfully conveying 
intricate technical concepts to non-technical stakeholders, 
eliciting impressive responses from highly satisfied clients. 
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•Enforced stringent version control best practices, meticulously 
maintaining Git branching standards, refining commit message
formatting, and flawlessly integrating with Jira task tracking. 
•Triumphantly met the audacious 3-month project deadline,
unveiling a fully functional research platform that garnered 
commendation from senior team members and the esteemed 
client. 
•Dynamically engaged in professional growth, expertly mastering
novel technologies including Svelte/Sveltekit, TypeScript, and Chrome
extension development within an abbreviated time 
frame. 
•Demonstrated an unassailable record of adeptly navigating new
challenges and embracing emerging technologies, underscoring 
exponential growth and mastery as a junior developer. 

TechnologiesI Sveltekit, TypeScript, JavaScript, Tailwind CSS, Git, 
Chrome Extensions, Posthog Analytics, Agile Methodologies

Skilled in core programming languages encompassing HTML/CSS,
JavaScript, and advanced JavaScript frameworks. Adeptly crafting
interactive web applications utilising Node.js/Express.js and
showcasing database expertise with PostgreSQL. Actively
participating in significant industry events like Birmingham Tech
Week and Hack-the-Midlands, elevating networking opportunities
and demonstrating technical prowess. Committed to community
engagement, have taken part in impactful panel discussions such 
as inspiring Women in Tech. Further enriched my tech industry
experience through career mentoring with influential leaders,
including Capgemini.

COURSES

EDUCATION

PostgreSQL Essential Training,
LinkedinLearning

Scrum Fundamentals, SCRUMstudy -
Accreditation Body for Scrum and Agile

React Design Patterns, LinkedinLearning

Full Stack Software Developer Certifcate,
CodeYourFuture
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Jun 2022 — Mar 2023

West Midlands, UK


